
Slope Signature annotation  
OpenRoads Designer Update 2 (Version 10.02.00.60) 

This note is purely a personal aide-memoire and is not meant to replace training or represent Bentley 

Systems. 

Initial Setup 
Create the linestyle to be used for the slope signature annotation. This is standard MicroStation 

functionality, and the following link is a good tutorial. [Search ‘create microstation line style’] 

https://communities.bentley.com/communities/other_communities/askinga/w/askinga/1148/1148 

I created the following line style, stored in the file ‘Tadpole.rsc’, which is saved in the Workspace folder 

‘.\Dgnlib\Line Styles’. For a default annotation scale of 1:500, I found a 2mm line seemed to work best, 

but I am sure someone who know MicroStation will be able to set it up ‘correctly’. 

 

This line style will then be available in the Line Style drop down, 

 

In my Feature Definition DGNLIB ‘Features_Annotations_Levels_Elem Temp UK.dgnlib’, I created 
1. the Level to use when placing the annotation. Note the line style is set for this Level. 
2. the Element Template to use to point to the required Level 

 

 
 

https://communities.bentley.com/communities/other_communities/askinga/w/askinga/1148/1148


 
 

Slope Signature Annotation Group 
The slope signature annotation is created between the high feature and the low feature, so it is a good 
idea to have some standard ‘naming’ conventions for these. In my example template shown below, note 
the following: 

1. Cut and Fill slope features (Cyan boxes) have ‘Use Feature Name Override’ turned on, and the 
Feature Definition is ‘’TL_End Cond Tie Cut’ 

2. Verge feature (Yellow arrow) uses Feature Definition ‘TL_End Cond Hinge’ 
3. Inside ditch (Orange) uses Feature Definition ‘TL_End Cond Dit In’ 
4. Outside ditch (Red) uses Feature Definition ‘TL_End Cond Dit Out’ 

 

 
 

In this case, I would like to show the slope signature ‘tadpoles’ going from the verge to the inside of the 
ditch, and from the cut feature to the outside of the ditch (Cut situation), or going from the verge to the 
fill feature (Fill situation). 
 



In my Feature Definition DGNLIB ‘Features_Annotations_Levels_Elem Temp UK.dgnlib’, I created a new 
Annotation Group called ‘Slope Signature’ under the ‘Linear3d’ node (right mouse button on the 
Linear3d node and select ‘New’ from popup menu).  Naturally, this can be called anything you want. 
 

 
Select ‘Manage’ from the popup menu on the new Annotation Group. 

 
Add a new side slope annotation. 

 
 

 
 

Fill in the details as needed. Some experimentation may be required to get exactly what you want to 
achieve. 
 
The important note here is the comma separated list of Feature Definitions in the ‘Features’ section of 
the ‘Location’ category. These are the features that represent the bottom of the slopes. Note that 
‘TL_End Cond Cut Tie’ is listed, as it is the bottom of any fill slope. 
At the moment, there seems to be an issue when using a cell, which is why I went down this route of 
using a line style. 
 
The ‘Annotate’ category is where the Element Template created previously is specified. 



 
 
The final part of setting up the slope signature annotation is to apply the new annotation group to the 
features representing the top of the slopes. In my example, these features are ‘TL_End Cond Hinge’ and 
‘TL_End Cond Cut Tie’ (for the cut situation). 
 
In the Feature Definition DGNLIB ‘Features_Annotations_Levels_Elem Temp UK.dgnlib’, add the 
annotation group to the features, in the ‘3D’ category of the ‘Properties’ dialog. 
 

 
 



Assuming that everything has been set up correctly, using ‘Model Annotation’ in the ‘Drawing 
Production’ tab will place the tadpole line style onto the slopes. 

 

 
 
One thing I noticed is that, in a sheet model, having the ‘Line style Scale’ set to ‘Annotation Scale’ meant 
that the tadpoles came out as straight lines. 

 
 
Changing this to ‘Global Line Style Scale’, with a scale of 1:500, solved the issue. 
 

 
 

 


